


1. Fill in the blanks while you are listening.

ANCIENTGREECE

Without the Greeks, who would have given us science, technology, democracy, politics, drama, and

history? All of these words, as well as the ideas they represent, originated in ancient Greece.

WHEREWASANCIENTGREECE?

Greece is a mountainous peninsula that juts into the Mediterranean Sea. It includes hundreds of

[1] islands off the coast. But the [2] of ancient Greece settled

over a muchwider area, from southern France to Asia Minor (now [3] ).

[4] theywent, they brought their language and traditions with them.

WHEN DIDGREEK CIVILIZATION BEGIN?

The first Greek civilization developed on the Mediterranean island of Crete around 2200 bc. This

civilizationwas called Minoan after a legendary ruler of Crete named [5] . The

Minoans lived by farming, fishing, and seafaring. [6] rulers [7]

huge, brightly painted palaces. A magnificent palace at Knossos mayhave belonged to King Minos.

The Minoans invented a way of writing, but no one today can read it.

Soon after 1500 bc, Minoan civilization collapsed. Mycenae, a city onmainland Greece, rose to power.

The Mycenaeans built palaces fortified withmassive walls, and they rode in chariots. Theymust have

been rich because beautiful objects of gold were found in their graves. The Mycenaeans were warriors.

They fought each other, and theywent to war in distant [8] , such as Troy in Asia

Minor.

These wars were disastrous for Greece. From 1000 to 750 bc, farming, [9] , and

trade suffered. People even forgot how to write!

HOWDIDGREECE REBUILD?

Slowly, Greece recovered. The Greek people organized themselves into self-governing communities

called city-states. Each city had homes, [10] , temples devoted to the Greek gods,

markets, schools, sports arenas, and meeting places.

A city-state also controlled the [11] countryside. In villages and on farms,

[12] families grew olives, grapes, and grain for food. They raised sheep and goats
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for hides and wool.

Along the [13] , people lived by fishing or by [14] with other

Mediterranean lands. They sold [15] oil, wine, timber, and craft products. The

Greeks were especially known for their excellent metalwork and painted pottery.

The Greeks liked debating, questioning, and exploring new ideas. They admired [16]

arguments and scientific proof. They believed in justice and human dignity. But theywere not all equal.

SomeGreeks were born free. Others were slaves with no rights. Greek menhad freedom to work,

study, and travel. Women spent their [17] at home. Theywove cloth, bore children,

and [18] for their families.

The Greeks also believed in gods who controlled human lives. They honored the gods and made

offerings to them. In return, they hoped for blessings. To please the gods, city-states held religious

festivals, with competitions inmusic, [19] , drama, poetry, and sports. The Olympic

[20] [21] as a religious festival of this kind, probably in 776

bc.

WHICHWAS THE STRONGEST CITY-STATE?

By around 500 bc, two [22] were supreme. Sparta was famous for its fearsome

fighting men. It had a powerful ruling council, [23] police, and spies. All its citizens-

including women and children-were trained to be tough and brave. Slaves grew food.

Athens was a democracy. All adult male citizens had the right to elect leaders, serve on

[24] , and debate government plans. Athenians prized learning and the arts. They

asked the best artists, architects, philosophers, and writers to live and work in their city. From 480 to

359 bc, Athens [25] tribute (payments) from [26] , weaker

[27] cities. It used this money, and [28] from its silver mines, to

buywarships. It also [29] the [30] of the city inmagnificent style,

with [31] , statues, law [32] , theaters, and strong walls.

From 490 to 479 bc, Athens and Sparta fought [33] against invaders from Persia.

But then they became rivals. From 431 to 404 bc, they fought each other in a [34]

war. The war severelyweakened both powers.

HOWDID [35] POWER END?

In 338 bc, Greece was conquered by [36] , a [37] to the north.

City-states lost their political power, but Greek civilization continued and spread to many distant lands.
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Under Macedonian rule, Greek philosophers, [38] , and scientists made discoveries

that are still useful today.

In 146 bc, Roman armies invaded Greece. Roman leaders admired Greek achievements, and so

Greek ideas and artistic styles spread still further, through the lands of the Roman Empire. In ad 395,

[39] became part of the [40] Empire. It was ruled from the city of

Constantinople (now Istanbul, Turkey). Greek language, knowledge, and technology remained

important until the Byzantine Empire fell to OttomanTurks in 1453.

THE INFLUENCEOFANCIENTGREECE

Today, Greek [41] still shapes the way people think, speak, study, govern, design

buildings, and spend [42] leisure time. Manywords in the English language come

fromGreek roots. Questions raised byGreek philosophers are still debated. Greek plays are read and

performed. The Olympic Games are held every four years, just as in [43] Greece.

Many of our buildings-especially those with tall, round columns-are modeled after Greek buildings. The

influence of ancient [44] is felt throughout Europe and in all the lands that

Europeannations once ruled.

A. Greece B. their C. craftwork D. workshops
E. surrounding F. city-states G. wealth H. civilization
I. Byzantine J. temples K. trading L. rocky
M. bitter N. courts O. Macedonia P. mathematicians
Q. collected R. Turkey S. juries T. places
U. smaller V. built W. coast X. dance
Y. GREEK Z. olive AA. cared BB. ancient
CC. Greece DD. lives EE. began FF. kingdom
GG. Greek HH. Everywhere II. Games JJ. Minos
KK. people LL. logical MM. secret NN. Greek
OO. center PP. together QQ. rebuilt RR. Their
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2. Fill in the blanks while you are listening.

ANCIENTGREECE

Without the Greeks, who would have given us [1] , technology, democracy,

[2] , drama, and [3] ? All of [4] words, as well as

the [5] they [6] , [7] in ancient Greece.

[8] WASANCIENT [9] ?

Greece is a [10] peninsula that juts into the Mediterranean Sea. It includes hundreds

of rocky islands off the coast. But the [11] of ancient Greece settled over a much

[12] area, from southern France to Asia [13] (now

[14] ). Everywhere theywent, they [15] [16]

language and traditions with them.

WHEN DIDGREEK CIVILIZATION BEGIN?

The first Greek civilization developed on the [17] [18] of Crete

[19] 2200 bc. This civilizationwas [20] Minoan after a

[21] ruler of Crete namedMinos. The [22] lived by farming,

fishing, and seafaring. [23] [24] [25] huge,

[26] painted palaces. A magnificent palace at Knossos mayhave belonged to King

Minos. The [27] invented a way of writing, but no one today can read it.

Soon after 1500 bc, Minoan civilization collapsed. Mycenae, a city on [28] Greece,

rose to [29] . The Mycenaeans built palaces fortified withmassive walls, and they

rode in chariots. Theymust have been rich because beautiful objects of gold were

[30] in their graves. The Mycenaeans were warriors. They [31]

each other, and theywent to war in [32] places, such as Troy in Asia Minor.

[33] wars were disastrous for Greece. From 1000 to 750 bc, farming, craftwork,

and trade [34] . People even [35] how to write!

HOWDIDGREECE [36] ?

[37] , [38] [39] . The Greek people organized

themselves into self-governing [40] [41] city-states. Each city

had homes, workshops, temples devoted to the [42] gods, markets,
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[43] , [44] arenas, and [45] places.

A city-state also [46] the [47] countryside. In [48]

and on farms, Greek families grew olives, grapes, and grain for food. They [49]

sheep and goats for hides and wool.

Along the [50] , people lived by fishing or by trading with other Mediterranean

[51] . They sold [52] oil, wine, timber, and [53]

products. The Greeks were [54] known for their excellent [55] and

painted [56] .

The Greeks liked debating, questioning, and exploring new ideas. They [57] logical

[58] and [59] [60] . They [61]

in [62] and [63] dignity. But theywere not all equal. Some

Greeks were born free. [64] were slaves with no [65] . Greek men

had [66] to work, study, and [67] . Women spent their lives at

home. Theywove cloth, bore [68] , and cared for their families.

The [69] also believed in gods who controlled [70] lives. They

honored the gods and made offerings to them. In [71] , they hoped for blessings. To

please the gods, [72] held [73] [74] , with

competitions in [75] , [76] , [77] , poetry,

and sports. The Olympic [78] began as a religious festival of this kind,

[79] in 776 bc.

WHICHWAS THE STRONGEST CITY-STATE?

By around 500 bc, two city-states were [80] . [81] was famous

for its [82] fighting men. It had a powerful [83]

[84] , [85] police, and spies. All its citizens-including women and

children-were trained to be tough and brave. Slaves grew food.

Athens was a [86] . All [87] male citizens had the right to elect

leaders, serve on [88] , and [89] government plans. Athenians

prized learning and the arts. They asked the best artists, architects, philosophers, and writers to live

and work in their city. From 480 to 359 bc, Athens collected tribute (payments) from smaller, weaker

Greek [90] . It used this money, and [91] from its silver mines, to

buywarships. It also rebuilt the center of the city inmagnificent style, with temples, statues, law courts,
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[92] , and [93] walls.

From 490 to 479 bc, [94] and Sparta fought together against invaders from

[95] . But then they became rivals. From 431 to 404 bc, they fought each

[96] in a bitter war. The war severelyweakened both [97] .

HOWDIDGREEK POWER END?

In 338 bc, Greece was conquered by [98] , a kingdom to the north. [99]

lost [100] political [101] , but Greek civilization

continued and [102] to many distant lands. Under Macedonian rule, Greek

philosophers, mathematicians, and scientists made discoveries that are still useful

[103] .

In 146 bc, Roman [104] invaded Greece. Roman leaders admired

[105] achievements, and so [106] [107]

and artistic styles spread still further, [108] the lands of the

[109] Empire. In ad 395, Greece [110] part of the Byzantine

Empire. It was ruled from the city of Constantinople (now [111] ,

[112] ). [113] language, knowledge, and technology remained

important until the Byzantine [114] fell to OttomanTurks in 1453.

THE INFLUENCEOFANCIENTGREECE

Today, [115] civilization still shapes the way people [116] ,

speak, [117] , [118] , design buildings, and spend their

[119] time. Manywords in the English language come from

[120] roots. [121] raised by [122]

philosophers are still debated. Greek plays are read and [123] . The Olympic

[124] are held [125] four years, just as in ancient

[126] . Many of our [127] [128] with tall,

round [129] modeled [130] [131] buildings.

The influence of [132] Greece is felt throughout Europe and in all the

[133] that European [134] once ruled.
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3. In each line of text below there is one word that has been misspelled. Circle the
misspelled word and then write the correct spelling of the word on the line on the right
side of the page.

ANCIEYT GREECE 1.
Without the Greeks, who would have given us stiance, technology, 2.
democracy, politics, drama, and history? All off these words, as well as 3.
the ideas theiy represent, originated in ancient Greece. 4.
WHEREE WAS ANCIENT GREECE? 5.
Greece is a mountainous peninsula that jets into the Mediterranean Sea. 6.
It includes hundreds of rocky islands aff the coast. But the people of 7.
ancient Greece settled over a much wider area, frome southern France to 8.
Asia Minor (now Turkey). Everywhere they want, they brought their 9.
language and tradisions with them. 10.
WHEN DID GREEK CIVILIZATION BEGINE? 11.
The first Greak civilization developed on the Mediterranean island of 12.
Crete around 2200 bc. This civilization was called Minoan aftir a 13.
legendary ruler of Crete named Minos. The Minoans lived by farmng, 14.
fishing, and seafaring. Their rulirs built huge, brightly painted palaces. A 15.
magnificent palace at Knosssos may have belonged to King Minos. The 16.
Minoans invented a way of writing, but no one today kan read it. 17.
Soon after 1500 bc, Minoan civilization collapsd. Mycenae, a city on 18.
mainland Greece, rose to power. The Mycenaeanf built palaces fortified 19.
with massive walls, end they rode in chariots. They must have been rich 20.
bcaus beautiful objects of gold were found in their graves. The 21.
Mycenaeans were warriors. They fought each other, and they want to 22.
war in distant places, such as Troy in Asia Miner. 23.
These wars were disastrous for Greece. Fzom 1000 to 750 bc, farming, 24.
craftwork, end trade suffered. People even forgot how to write! 25.
HOWDID GREECEE REBUILD? 26.
Slowly, Greece recovered. The Greek peopel organized themselves into 27.
self-governing communities called citystates. Each city had homes, 28.
workshops, temples divoted to the Greek gods, markets, schools, sports 29.
arenas, and meeting pllaces. 30.
A city-state also controlled the surrounding countryside. Ine villages and 31.
on ferms, Greek families grew olives, grapes, and grain for food. They 32.
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raised sheep and goats for hydes and wool. 33.
Along the coaste, people lived by fishing or by trading with other 34.
Mediterranean lands. Thee sold olive oil, wine, timber, and craft 35.
products. The Greeks wur especially known for their excellent 36.
metalwork and painted potery. 37.
The Greeks liked debating, questioning, and exploring newe ideas. They 38.
admired logical arguments and scientific proof. They believed inn justice 39.
and humman dignity. But they were not all equal. Some Greeks were born 40.
free. Others were slavves with no rights. Greek men had freedom to 41.
work, study, and travel. Women spent their lives at hom. They wove 42.
cloth, bore children, and cared for they're families. 43.
Th Greeks also believed in gods who controlled human lives. They 44.
honored the gods and made offerings to them. In return, they hoped fore 45.
blessings. Toe please the gods, city-states held religious festivals, with 46.
competitions in music, dance, drama, poetry, and sperts. The Olympic 47.
Games began as a religious festival of this kind, probabli in 776 bc. 48.
WHICHE WAS THE STRONGEST CITY-STATE? 49.
By around 500 bce, two city-states were supreme. Sparta was famous for 50.
its feirsome fighting men. It had a powerful ruling council, secret police, 51.
end spies. All its citizens-including women and children-were trained to 52.
be tough and brave. Slaves grewe food. 53.
Athens was a democraci. All adult male citizens had the right to elect 54.
leaders, serve on juries, and debeat government plans. Athenians prized 55.
learning and the artse. They asked the best artists, architects, 56.
philosophers, and writers too live and work in their city. From 480 to 359 57.
bc, Athens collected tribute (payments) from smaller, weaker Greeek 58.
cities. It usd this money, and wealth from its silver mines, to buy 59.
warships. It also rebuilt the center off the city in magnificent style, with 60.
temples, statues, law courts, theaters, and strong wals. 61.
Frome 490 to 479 bc, Athens and Sparta fought together against 62.
invaders from Persia. But then theiy became rivals. From 431 to 404 bc, 63.
they fought each other in a bitter war. The war severely weakend both 64.
powirs. 65.
HOWDID GREEK POWEJ END? 66.
In 338 bc, Greece was conquered by Macedonie, a kingdom to the north. 67.
City-states lost their political power, butt Greek civilization continued and 68.
spread to many distant lands. Undr Macedonian rule, Greek 69.
philosophirs, mathematicians, and scientists made discoveries that are 70.
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still usefull today. 71.
Ine 146 bc, Roman armies invaded Greece. Roman leaders admired 72.
Greek achievements, and so Greek ideas and artistec styles spread still 73.
further, through the lands of the Romman Empire. In ad 395, Greece 74.
became part off the Byzantine Empire. It was ruled from the city of 75.
Constantinople (nou Istanbul, Turkey). Greek language, knowledge, and 76.
technologi remained important until the Byzantine Empire fell to 77.
Ottoman Turks inn 1453. 78.
THE INFLUENCE OF ANCIENTE GREECE 79.
Today, Greek civilization still shapes the way people think, speak, studee, 80.
govern, design buildings, and spend their leisure time. Many words inn 81.
the English language come from Greek roots. Questions raised buy Greek 82.
philosophers are still dibated. Greek plays are read and performed. The 83.
Olympic Games are held every four years, just as in ancient Greace. 84.
Many of our buildings-especially those with tal, round columns-are 85.
modeled after Greek buildings. The influence of ansient Greece is felt 86.
throughout Europe and in al the lands that European nations once 87.
ruld. 88.



1. Fill in the blanks while you are listening.

ANCIENTGREECE

Without the Greeks, who would have given us science, technology, democracy, politics, drama, and

history? All of these words, as well as the ideas they represent, originated in ancient Greece.

WHEREWASANCIENTGREECE?

Greece is a mountainous peninsula that juts into the Mediterranean Sea. It includes hundreds of

[1] rocky islands off the coast. But the [2] people of ancient Greece settled

over a muchwider area, from southern France to Asia Minor (now [3] Turkey ).

[4] Everywhere theywent, they brought their language and traditions with them.

WHEN DIDGREEK CIVILIZATION BEGIN?

The first Greek civilization developed on the Mediterranean island of Crete around 2200 bc. This

civilizationwas called Minoan after a legendary ruler of Crete named [5] Minos . The

Minoans lived by farming, fishing, and seafaring. [6] Their rulers [7] built

huge, brightly painted palaces. A magnificent palace at Knossos mayhave belonged to King Minos.

The Minoans invented a way of writing, but no one today can read it.

Soon after 1500 bc, Minoan civilization collapsed. Mycenae, a city onmainland Greece, rose to power.

The Mycenaeans built palaces fortified withmassive walls, and they rode in chariots. Theymust have

been rich because beautiful objects of gold were found in their graves. The Mycenaeans were warriors.

They fought each other, and theywent to war in distant [8] places , such as Troy in Asia

Minor.

These wars were disastrous for Greece. From 1000 to 750 bc, farming, [9] craftwork , and

trade suffered. People even forgot how to write!

HOWDIDGREECE REBUILD?

Slowly, Greece recovered. The Greek people organized themselves into self-governing communities

called city-states. Each city had homes, [10] workshops , temples devoted to the Greek gods,

markets, schools, sports arenas, and meeting places.

A city-state also controlled the [11] surrounding countryside. In villages and on farms,

[12] Greek families grew olives, grapes, and grain for food. They raised sheep and goats
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for hides and wool.

Along the [13] coast , people lived by fishing or by [14] trading with other

Mediterranean lands. They sold [15] olive oil, wine, timber, and craft products. The

Greeks were especially known for their excellent metalwork and painted pottery.

The Greeks liked debating, questioning, and exploring new ideas. They admired [16] logical

arguments and scientific proof. They believed in justice and human dignity. But theywere not all equal.

SomeGreeks were born free. Others were slaves with no rights. Greek menhad freedom to work,

study, and travel. Women spent their [17] lives at home. Theywove cloth, bore children,

and [18] cared for their families.

The Greeks also believed in gods who controlled human lives. They honored the gods and made

offerings to them. In return, they hoped for blessings. To please the gods, city-states held religious

festivals, with competitions inmusic, [19] dance , drama, poetry, and sports. The Olympic

[20] Games [21] began as a religious festival of this kind, probably in 776

bc.

WHICHWAS THE STRONGEST CITY-STATE?

By around 500 bc, two [22] city-states were supreme. Sparta was famous for its fearsome

fighting men. It had a powerful ruling council, [23] secret police, and spies. All its citizens-

including women and children-were trained to be tough and brave. Slaves grew food.

Athens was a democracy. All adult male citizens had the right to elect leaders, serve on

[24] juries , and debate government plans. Athenians prized learning and the arts. They

asked the best artists, architects, philosophers, and writers to live and work in their city. From 480 to

359 bc, Athens [25] collected tribute (payments) from [26] smaller , weaker

[27] Greek cities. It used this money, and [28] wealth from its silver mines, to

buywarships. It also [29] rebuilt the [30] center of the city inmagnificent style,

with [31] temples , statues, law [32] courts , theaters, and strong walls.

From 490 to 479 bc, Athens and Sparta fought [33] together against invaders from Persia.

But then they became rivals. From 431 to 404 bc, they fought each other in a [34] bitter

war. The war severelyweakened both powers.

HOWDID [35]GREEK POWER END?

In 338 bc, Greece was conquered by [36] Macedonia , a [37] kingdom to the north.

City-states lost their political power, but Greek civilization continued and spread to many distant lands.
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Under Macedonian rule, Greek philosophers, [38] mathematicians , and scientists made discoveries

that are still useful today.

In 146 bc, Roman armies invaded Greece. Roman leaders admired Greek achievements, and so

Greek ideas and artistic styles spread still further, through the lands of the Roman Empire. In ad 395,

[39] Greece became part of the [40] Byzantine Empire. It was ruled from the city of

Constantinople (now Istanbul, Turkey). Greek language, knowledge, and technology remained

important until the Byzantine Empire fell to OttomanTurks in 1453.

THE INFLUENCEOFANCIENTGREECE

Today, Greek [41] civilization still shapes the way people think, speak, study, govern, design

buildings, and spend [42] their leisure time. Manywords in the English language come

fromGreek roots. Questions raised byGreek philosophers are still debated. Greek plays are read and

performed. The Olympic Games are held every four years, just as in [43] ancient Greece.

Many of our buildings-especially those with tall, round columns-are modeled after Greek buildings. The

influence of ancient [44] Greece is felt throughout Europe and in all the lands that

Europeannations once ruled.

A. Greece B. their C. craftwork D. workshops
E. surrounding F. city-states G. wealth H. civilization
I. Byzantine J. temples K. trading L. rocky
M. bitter N. courts O. Macedonia P. mathematicians
Q. collected R. Turkey S. juries T. places
U. smaller V. built W. coast X. dance
Y. GREEK Z. olive AA. cared BB. ancient
CC. Greece DD. lives EE. began FF. kingdom
GG. Greek HH. Everywhere II. Games JJ. Minos
KK. people LL. logical MM. secret NN. Greek
OO. center PP. together QQ. rebuilt RR. Their
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2. Fill in the blanks while you are listening.

ANCIENTGREECE

Without the Greeks, who would have given us [1] science , technology, democracy,

[2] politics , drama, and [3] history ? All of [4] these words, as well as

the [5] ideas they [6] represent , [7] originated in ancient Greece.

[8] WHERE WASANCIENT [9] GREECE ?

Greece is a [10] mountainous peninsula that juts into the Mediterranean Sea. It includes hundreds

of rocky islands off the coast. But the [11] people of ancient Greece settled over a much

[12] wider area, from southern France to Asia [13] Minor (now

[14] Turkey ). Everywhere theywent, they [15] brought [16] their

language and traditions with them.

WHEN DIDGREEK CIVILIZATION BEGIN?

The first Greek civilization developed on the [17] Mediterranean [18] island of Crete

[19] around 2200 bc. This civilizationwas [20] called Minoan after a

[21] legendary ruler of Crete namedMinos. The [22] Minoans lived by farming,

fishing, and seafaring. [23] Their [24] rulers [25] built huge,

[26] brightly painted palaces. A magnificent palace at Knossos mayhave belonged to King

Minos. The [27] Minoans invented a way of writing, but no one today can read it.

Soon after 1500 bc, Minoan civilization collapsed. Mycenae, a city on [28] mainland Greece,

rose to [29] power . The Mycenaeans built palaces fortified withmassive walls, and they

rode in chariots. Theymust have been rich because beautiful objects of gold were

[30] found in their graves. The Mycenaeans were warriors. They [31] fought

each other, and theywent to war in [32] distant places, such as Troy in Asia Minor.

[33] These wars were disastrous for Greece. From 1000 to 750 bc, farming, craftwork,

and trade [34] suffered . People even [35] forgot how to write!

HOWDIDGREECE [36] REBUILD ?

[37] Slowly , [38] Greece [39] recovered . The Greek people organized

themselves into self-governing [40] communities [41] called city-states. Each city

had homes, workshops, temples devoted to the [42] Greek gods, markets,
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[43] schools , [44] sports arenas, and [45] meeting places.

A city-state also [46] controlled the [47] surrounding countryside. In [48] villages

and on farms, Greek families grew olives, grapes, and grain for food. They [49] raised

sheep and goats for hides and wool.

Along the [50] coast , people lived by fishing or by trading with other Mediterranean

[51] lands . They sold [52] olive oil, wine, timber, and [53] craft

products. The Greeks were [54] especially known for their excellent [55] metalwork and

painted [56] pottery .

The Greeks liked debating, questioning, and exploring new ideas. They [57] admired logical

[58] arguments and [59] scientific [60] proof . They [61] believed

in [62] justice and [63] human dignity. But theywere not all equal. Some

Greeks were born free. [64] Others were slaves with no [65] rights . Greek men

had [66] freedom to work, study, and [67] travel . Women spent their lives at

home. Theywove cloth, bore [68] children , and cared for their families.

The [69] Greeks also believed in gods who controlled [70] human lives. They

honored the gods and made offerings to them. In [71] return , they hoped for blessings. To

please the gods, [72] city-states held [73] religious [74] festivals , with

competitions in [75] music , [76] dance , [77] drama , poetry,

and sports. The Olympic [78] Games began as a religious festival of this kind,

[79] probably in 776 bc.

WHICHWAS THE STRONGEST CITY-STATE?

By around 500 bc, two city-states were [80] supreme . [81] Sparta was famous

for its [82] fearsome fighting men. It had a powerful [83] ruling

[84] council , [85] secret police, and spies. All its citizens-including women and

children-were trained to be tough and brave. Slaves grew food.

Athens was a [86] democracy . All [87] adult male citizens had the right to elect

leaders, serve on [88] juries , and [89] debate government plans. Athenians

prized learning and the arts. They asked the best artists, architects, philosophers, and writers to live

and work in their city. From 480 to 359 bc, Athens collected tribute (payments) from smaller, weaker

Greek [90] cities . It used this money, and [91] wealth from its silver mines, to

buywarships. It also rebuilt the center of the city inmagnificent style, with temples, statues, law courts,
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[92] theaters , and [93] strong walls.

From 490 to 479 bc, [94] Athens and Sparta fought together against invaders from

[95] Persia . But then they became rivals. From 431 to 404 bc, they fought each

[96] other in a bitter war. The war severelyweakened both [97] powers .

HOWDIDGREEK POWER END?

In 338 bc, Greece was conquered by [98] Macedonia , a kingdom to the north. [99] City-

states lost [100] their political [101] power , but Greek civilization

continued and [102] spread to many distant lands. Under Macedonian rule, Greek

philosophers, mathematicians, and scientists made discoveries that are still useful

[103] today .

In 146 bc, Roman [104] armies invaded Greece. Roman leaders admired

[105] Greek achievements, and so [106] Greek [107] ideas

and artistic styles spread still further, [108] through the lands of the

[109] Roman Empire. In ad 395, Greece [110] became part of the Byzantine

Empire. It was ruled from the city of Constantinople (now [111] Istanbul ,

[112] Turkey ). [113] Greek language, knowledge, and technology remained

important until the Byzantine [114] Empire fell to OttomanTurks in 1453.

THE INFLUENCEOFANCIENTGREECE

Today, [115] Greek civilization still shapes the way people [116] think ,

speak, [117] study , [118] govern , design buildings, and spend their

[119] leisure time. Manywords in the English language come from

[120] Greek roots. [121] Questions raised by [122] Greek

philosophers are still debated. Greek plays are read and [123] performed . The Olympic

[124] Games are held [125] every four years, just as in ancient

[126] Greece . Many of our [127] buildings-especially [128] those with tall,

round [129] columns-are modeled [130] after [131] Greek buildings.

The influence of [132] ancient Greece is felt throughout Europe and in all the

[133] lands that European [134] nations once ruled.
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3. In each line of text below there is one word that has been misspelled. Circle the
misspelled word and then write the correct spelling of the word on the line on the right
side of the page.

ANCIEYT GREECE 1. ANCIENT
Without the Greeks, who would have given us stiance, technology, 2. science
democracy, politics, drama, and history? All off these words, as well as 3. of
the ideas theiy represent, originated in ancient Greece. 4. they
WHEREE WAS ANCIENT GREECE? 5. WHERE
Greece is a mountainous peninsula that jets into the Mediterranean Sea. 6. juts
It includes hundreds of rocky islands aff the coast. But the people of 7. off
ancient Greece settled over a much wider area, frome southern France to 8. from
Asia Minor (now Turkey). Everywhere they want, they brought their 9. went
language and tradisions with them. 10. traditions
WHEN DID GREEK CIVILIZATION BEGINE? 11. BEGIN
The first Greak civilization developed on the Mediterranean island of 12. Greek
Crete around 2200 bc. This civilization was called Minoan aftir a 13. after
legendary ruler of Crete named Minos. The Minoans lived by farmng, 14. farming
fishing, and seafaring. Their rulirs built huge, brightly painted palaces. A 15. rulers
magnificent palace at Knosssos may have belonged to King Minos. The 16. Knossos
Minoans invented a way of writing, but no one today kan read it. 17. can
Soon after 1500 bc, Minoan civilization collapsd. Mycenae, a city on 18. collapsed
mainland Greece, rose to power. The Mycenaeanf built palaces fortified 19. Mycenaeans
with massive walls, end they rode in chariots. They must have been rich 20. and
bcaus beautiful objects of gold were found in their graves. The 21. because
Mycenaeans were warriors. They fought each other, and they want to 22. went
war in distant places, such as Troy in Asia Miner. 23. Minor
These wars were disastrous for Greece. Fzom 1000 to 750 bc, farming, 24. From
craftwork, end trade suffered. People even forgot how to write! 25. and
HOWDID GREECEE REBUILD? 26. GREECE
Slowly, Greece recovered. The Greek peopel organized themselves into 27. people
self-governing communities called citystates. Each city had homes, 28. city-states
workshops, temples divoted to the Greek gods, markets, schools, sports 29. devoted
arenas, and meeting pllaces. 30. places
A city-state also controlled the surrounding countryside. Ine villages and 31. In
on ferms, Greek families grew olives, grapes, and grain for food. They 32. farms
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raised sheep and goats for hydes and wool. 33. hides
Along the coaste, people lived by fishing or by trading with other 34. coast
Mediterranean lands. Thee sold olive oil, wine, timber, and craft 35. They
products. The Greeks wur especially known for their excellent 36. were
metalwork and painted potery. 37. pottery
The Greeks liked debating, questioning, and exploring newe ideas. They 38. new
admired logical arguments and scientific proof. They believed inn justice 39. in
and humman dignity. But they were not all equal. Some Greeks were born 40. human
free. Others were slavves with no rights. Greek men had freedom to 41. slaves
work, study, and travel. Women spent their lives at hom. They wove 42. home
cloth, bore children, and cared for they're families. 43. their
Th Greeks also believed in gods who controlled human lives. They 44. The
honored the gods and made offerings to them. In return, they hoped fore 45. for
blessings. Toe please the gods, city-states held religious festivals, with 46. To
competitions in music, dance, drama, poetry, and sperts. The Olympic 47. sports
Games began as a religious festival of this kind, probabli in 776 bc. 48. probably
WHICHE WAS THE STRONGEST CITY-STATE? 49. WHICH
By around 500 bce, two city-states were supreme. Sparta was famous for 50. bc
its feirsome fighting men. It had a powerful ruling council, secret police, 51. fearsome
end spies. All its citizens-including women and children-were trained to 52. and
be tough and brave. Slaves grewe food. 53. grew
Athens was a democraci. All adult male citizens had the right to elect 54. democracy
leaders, serve on juries, and debeat government plans. Athenians prized 55. debate
learning and the artse. They asked the best artists, architects, 56. arts
philosophers, and writers too live and work in their city. From 480 to 359 57. to
bc, Athens collected tribute (payments) from smaller, weaker Greeek 58. Greek
cities. It usd this money, and wealth from its silver mines, to buy 59. used
warships. It also rebuilt the center off the city in magnificent style, with 60. of
temples, statues, law courts, theaters, and strong wals. 61. walls
Frome 490 to 479 bc, Athens and Sparta fought together against 62. From
invaders from Persia. But then theiy became rivals. From 431 to 404 bc, 63. they
they fought each other in a bitter war. The war severely weakend both 64. weakened
powirs. 65. powers
HOWDID GREEK POWEJ END? 66. POWER
In 338 bc, Greece was conquered by Macedonie, a kingdom to the north. 67. Macedonia
City-states lost their political power, butt Greek civilization continued and 68. but
spread to many distant lands. Undr Macedonian rule, Greek 69. Under
philosophirs, mathematicians, and scientists made discoveries that are 70. philosophers
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still usefull today. 71. useful
Ine 146 bc, Roman armies invaded Greece. Roman leaders admired 72. In
Greek achievements, and so Greek ideas and artistec styles spread still 73. artistic
further, through the lands of the Romman Empire. In ad 395, Greece 74. Roman
became part off the Byzantine Empire. It was ruled from the city of 75. of
Constantinople (nou Istanbul, Turkey). Greek language, knowledge, and 76. now
technologi remained important until the Byzantine Empire fell to 77. technology
Ottoman Turks inn 1453. 78. in
THE INFLUENCE OF ANCIENTE GREECE 79. ANCIENT
Today, Greek civilization still shapes the way people think, speak, studee, 80. study
govern, design buildings, and spend their leisure time. Many words inn 81. in
the English language come from Greek roots. Questions raised buy Greek 82. by
philosophers are still dibated. Greek plays are read and performed. The 83. debated
Olympic Games are held every four years, just as in ancient Greace. 84. Greece
Many of our buildings-especially those with tal, round columns-are 85. tall
modeled after Greek buildings. The influence of ansient Greece is felt 86. ancient
throughout Europe and in al the lands that European nations once 87. all
ruld. 88. ruled
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